Security Plan Revisions

Bill Griffing
What we want to accomplish

• Improve security by shifting emphasis from site perimeter to property protection areas.
• Restore site accessibility to our neighbors
Public Areas
[During Specified Working Hours of the Day]

• Recreational corridor from Batavia Road entrance to the Pine Street entrance (NOT proposing to open site for cross traffic).

• Public areas of Wilson Hall
  – Auditorium
  – Foyer
  – Ground Floor
  – Atrium
Process

• Complete new VA using DOE’s revised DBT guidance.

• Vulnerabilities identified & site zoned
  – Property Protection Areas
  – Areas of Security Interest
  – Public Areas
Property Protection Areas

- FCC (portions)
- CDF
- AD/Computer Room
- D-Zero
- MCR
- CHL
- CUB
- Master Substation
- Kautz Rd Substation
Areas of Security Interest

- S40 Low Level Rad
- RPCF
- Wilson Hall
- S55
- NuMI-MINOS
- TelecomQuarter Rm.
- Casey's Pump House
- RF Bldgs - Tev/MI
- CD/HDCF
- CD/Lattice Gauge
- MiniBooNE
- NuMI - MI 65
DOE SECON LEVELS
(Griff’s Interpretation)

• SECON 1: Under attack (enemy on site)
• SECON 2: Targeted (enemy at the door)
• SECON 3 Modified: Added measures
• SECON 3 Not target; normal measures
• SECON 4 Slightly elevated
• SECON 5 Lowest (peace & tranquility)
Under SECON 3 Modified
(Present Level of Security; Code Yellow)

• Must control access to Property Protection Areas
• Must verify identity of motorists; establish purpose for visiting Fermilab
• Authorization in the form of Visitor ID’s or Recreational Passes
• Exceptions granted by DOE for public events
• Pedestrians and bicyclists admitted
• Must randomly check vehicles – emphasis on trucks and visitors
• ID cards worn all the time in all areas
Proposed Change

• SECON 3 Mod (A)  
  (No Specific Threat)  
  – Public Areas Open to vehicles  
  – ID Cards worn in PPA’s only  
  – Visitor’s passes issued only to those entering PPA’s  
  – All else remains the same as today (restricted parking, etc.)

• SECON 3 Mod (B)  
  (Specific Local Threat)  
  – Public Areas closed to vehicles  
  – ID Cards worn site-wide  
  – Visitor’s passes issued site-wide  
  – Depending on nature of threat, may cancel events
Under SECON 2  
(Code Orange)

- Site severely restricted
- No access by pedestrians & bicyclists
- Possible cancellation of public events
- Only authorized, business visitors
- Entire site considered a Property Protection Area meaning ID cards required to be worn site wide
For occupants of Property Protection Areas

• Will require key or card-key access to enter (already implemented)
• Must wear ID card at all times while within (already do)
• Visitors must wear visitor badges & be hosted (already the case)
For occupants of Areas of Security Interest

- May or may not require key or card-key access; strongly encouraged (example: after-hours access to Wilson Hall)
- ID card not required to be worn
- Be observant for people who have no business being there; especially in Wilson Hall
- These areas are patrolled more frequently by Security
Gray areas

[The rest of the site; not PPA, not ASI, not Public]

• Major portions of the site.

• No ID card required to be worn.

• Be observant for members of the public who look like they are lost or don’t appear to be authorized to be there. Call security and report.

• Several roads on site will be posted advising that only authorized personnel are permitted beyond the signage.

• Maps will be distributed to motorists at the gates to inform them of locations where they are permitted to go as visitors.
Security Guard Posts

- No changes to Guard Posts at the present time
- Security officers will still check employee ID cards at the gates
- Employees will need their ID cards to gain access to site and to gain access to PPA’s. Will need to wear them while in PPA’s.
- Motorists will be asked why they are coming to Fermilab. May go beyond “public areas” only if have legitimate business reason. If need to enter PPA, will require “visitor’s pass.”
Effective Date

• January 24, 2005